Factsheet 3

Curlew Vocalisations
and Behaviours
1. Introduction

Curlew are generally shy and elusive waders, so monitoring them during the breeding season can be a challenge even for
the most experienced fieldworkers. Having an understanding of the wide range of vocalisations and behaviours that are
encountered throughout the season can help with various aspects of Curlew monitoring and will enable the fieldworker
to interpret what they are witnessing. This Factsheet aims to provide information on the vocalisations and behaviours
likely to be encountered during the breeding season. It should be noted that the precise meaning of every call type is
open to interpretation and a subject of ongoing research, but at the very least it can provide useful indications of territory
establishment, pairing and (particularly) nesting.

2. Vocalisations

Curlew have a wide range of vocalisations, and an understanding of when they are used will greatly improve your
understanding of observations in the field. Birds of the Western Palearctic (hereafter BWP), Volume 3 (Cramp & Simmons
1983) has an in-depth section on vocalisations and is an essential read for anyone undertaking Curlew fieldwork. There is
a slimmed down version in the BWP concise edition (Snow & Perrins 1997), as well as being repeated in edited form in
The Curlew (Cotter 1990), as part of the Shire Natural History series. An amended version is set out below, along with
links to example audio files.
2.1. Adult vocalisations
•

Low whistle or ‘whaup’ call. Repeated regularly in territorial flight and on the ground on territory. Often forms a
preliminary phase of Bubbling-song (see below).

•

Bubbling-call. A mellow rippling delivery of several distinct notes, each of which sounds essentially as merely
vibrato rendering of ‘whaup’ call or ‘COUR-li’ call (see below). Rippling effect can be ‘switched on or off’ by
the bird during delivery, so that the call may begin or end with clear notes. Occurs throughout the year. Similar
function to Bubbling-song, as self-advertisement and/or aggressive challenge.
•

Quiet, low intensity bubbling (sometimes with audible clattering of mandibles) can be used between a pair on
territory especially at or near the nest and at or near hatching.

•

Bubbling-song. A combination of ‘whaup’ call and high-intensity bubbling-call. Begins with slow, deep whistles
which accelerate and rise in pitch becoming high bubbling notes (‘k-r-r-r-li’), which often switch to clear high
‘curLEE-curLEE-curLEE’ calls; may then decrease in intensity and pitch to end with a series of ‘whaup’ calls. Call
made by both sexes.

•

Curlew-call. In its fullest form it is a rich, loud, ringing ‘COUR-li…COUR-li…COUR-li…’ Serves as chief
general warning, contact and excitement call.

•

Alarm calls:

•

•

Excitement call. A loud, mellow, moderately rapid ‘ui-cui-cui’, often mixed with ‘COUR-li’ call. First heard
commonly just before chicks hatch.

•

A more urgent and rapid ‘tyuhuhu’ call, frequently repeated.

•

5-note alarm call. A harsh, guttural ‘yak-ak-ak’, indicating high anxiety for nest or young.

•

High-alarm call. A load, hoarse ‘kräää’, given in fights or when flushed from nest at close range.

Wailing-call. A long-drawn ‘büüüüüüüüöööö-büüüüüüüüüüeeeeeüüü’ given on ground by male, considered a
summons to the nest site by male to mate.
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•

Greeting-call. A soft ‘bui’ or ‘gui’, like ‘whaup’ call in tone but much softer and only heard on the ground. Made
by male when seeking copulation from female, at nest-relief, as greeting between adults or from adult to chick.

•

Copulation-call. At wing-lift phase of pre-copulation display and while male has mounted female, male gives a soft
but widely audible ‘gri-gri-gri-gri….’

2.2. Chick vocalisations
•

Contact call and lost call. A ‘bi-bü-bü’ can be heard from within the egg and up to five weeks after hatching.

•

Contented call. A low, quite sonorous ‘büiiii büiiij’. Changes at fledging to strong ‘buiii’ or ‘bui-bui-buuii’.

•

High-alarm call. A hoarse ‘jüüiiü’; later developing into adult high-alarm call.

3. Behaviours

There are a number of key behaviours to look out for whilst monitoring breeding Curlew. A link to a useful video showing
various Curlew behaviours during the breeding season can be found on the Resources page of the CRP website. The main
behaviours are described in detail in BWP and are summarised below:
•

Pair bonding – When established pairs meet or reunite on territory, very little courtship is observed. However,
males or pairs will perform high, soaring flights on sunny and/or calm days. When both sexes fly together they may
glide with wings arched below horizontal.

•

Display flights – Display flights can occur throughout the breeding season but most frequently at the start, with
a peak during incubation. Flight is undulating, usually accompanied by either ‘whaup’ call or bubbling-song
but sometimes neither. Usually begins with bird flying low over ground then rising steeply on fluttering wings,
hovering briefly before descending in parachute-display with wings held in shallow V-shape, before ascending again.
Bubbling-song repeated during undulating flight, ‘whaup’ call usually given during parachute-display. Flight often
ends with bubbling-song. Wings usually held in brief wings-high display upon landing.

•

Courtship – Behaviour is similar to that seen in aggressive displays. Male chases female in ducked posture, breast
near ground, head and neck drawn in, bill pointed downwards, and tail raised high exposing white rump, giving
greeting call. Male then moves around behind female with pattering steps. If the female is not responsive she will
adopt an alert posture before flying away or turning and driving the male off. If female is receptive she may only
move off a short distance, while male’s actions intensify over a period of up to 15 minutes. Male then raises wings
with primaries angled backwards and begins fluttering them (wing-lift display), vocalisations switching to copulation
call. Male then continues wing-lift display whilst pecking at female’s tail feathers. The female may interrupt at any
point by running or flying away but if receptive, mating/copulation will commence.

•

Mating/copulation – To solicit copulation the female assumes a horizontal position, the male then springs onto
her back whilst still fluttering and calling and begins pecking at her head and neck. Male may remain on female’s
back for up to five minutes with several attempted or successful copulations. Wing fluttering and calling ceases after
male dismounts.

•

Nest scraping – Scrape display is performed by the male, especially after a ground display (see courtship). Male will
‘sit’ down into the vegetation and turn on the spot, flattening out the vegetation in a circular pattern. The male will
make a number of scrapes, the female will choose one and line the nest ready for egg laying.

•

Aggression between conspecifics – If a lone male intrudes into an occupied territory, or on the border between
two territories, conflicts may occur between the two males. In mock fighting between the defending and intruding
males, both will adopt a threat posture (lower and spread breast, draw back and raise head and neck, raise high
and slightly spread tail, exposing white feathers bordering rump round edge of folded primaries). Both birds then
start pulling and dropping grass, often in a side-by-side run in which they double back along the same path. If the
dispute is not settled through display, the defending male may attack intruder with heavy blows of wings. In most
cases the defending male will be victorious. Females will also drive off intruders through direct attack and not via
posturing and grass pulling.
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•

Anti-predator strategies – Passive strategies include the off-duty (i.e. not incubating) birds quickly warning their
mate of approaching danger (see alarm calls above); the incubating bird may then sit tight on the nest or skulk away.
Active strategies against avian threats include off-duty birds chasing and mobbing corvids and raptors, often with
assistance from conspecifics and other breeding waders. Active strategies against humans and other threats usually
only provoke an aerial response. Other threats (cattle etc.) may receive a more physical response, with attacks with
wings, wing-raised strutting and swooping attacks noted. Injury feigning is considered rare but does occur, during
which adults will trail wings as if lame in an attempt to draw attention away from the chicks.

•

False feeding – In addition to the behaviours outlined above, an important behaviour that is often encountered
during monitoring is ‘false feeding’. This behaviour is adopted when a bird feels threatened by the presence of
a potential predator or intruder (e.g. an observer who has inadvertently got too close to a nest site). Incubating
birds that have been flushed off the nest may adopt this behaviour, as will off-duty birds. When an incubating bird
becomes aware of a threat, it will often skulk away from the nest before showing up some distance from the actual
nest location, appearing to be feeding normally. The bird will walk around pecking at the vegetation, however there
will be a certain rigidity to the bird’s movements as it keeps an eye on the perceived threat. The difference between
this false feeding behaviour and normal behaviour can be very subtle and an understanding of how relaxed Curlew
forage is invaluable here. This false feeding behaviour will continue for as long as the bird feels threatened, which
can mislead the observer regarding the location of the nest site, or potentially into thinking there is no nest present
at all as only when the perceived threat has gone will the bird return to the nest.
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